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Abstract

In CCS’04, Diament etc al. presented special kind of public key encryption called Dual Receiver
Encryption (DRE). In DRE, sender encrypts the plaintext using public keys of two independent re-
ceivers. Both independent receivers can decrypt the ciphertext into the same plaintext using their
own private keys. This new cryptography primitive has applications in construction of complete non-
malleability and plaintext-awareness public key encryption, for a secure management of data that
is to be disseminated to distributed processors, for ubiquitous and mobile computing applications.
Daode Zhang et. al. constructed lattice-based IB-DRE scheme which is secure against stronger se-
curity notion i.e. adaptive-ID. We present hierarchical identity based dual encryption (HIB-DRE)
scheme under LWE assumption. To the best of our knowledge, this gives the first provably secure
HIB-DRE scheme in the lattice based setting. Independent work by Naccache[1] and Chatterjee -
Sarkar[2] presented a variant of Waters’s identity based encryption scheme to reduce Public Param-
eters. They have considered an identity of l-bits as l′ chunks where size of each chunk is l/l′. This
reduces the Public Parameter (PP) size from l to l′ n×m matrices. This idea was named as blocking
technique[3]. We have used blocking technique to reduce the size of PP. Daode Zhang et. al.[4]
presented adaptive secure IB-DRE scheme. This scheme[4] contains l +1, n×m matrices as PPs,
where l denotes the number of the bits in identity. Using blocking technique we have reduced the
size of PP by around factor β . Because of this the size of prime number q in field Zq is increased
by 2β which results in increase in computation cost. We have shown that compared to Daode Zhang
et. al.scheme the size of the PP can be decreased approximately by 80% and the time complexity is
increased by only 1.40% for a suitably chosen β .

Keyworkds: Lattice, identity based cryptosystem, Dual receiver encryption

1 Introduction

In CCS’04, Diament etc al.[5] presented special kind of public key encryption called Dual Receiver En-
cryption (DRE). In DRE, sender encrypts the message using public keys of two independent receivers.
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The ciphertext can be decrypted into the same message by both independent receivers using their own pri-
vate keys. This cryptographic primitive has applications in constructing denial of service attack-resilient
protocols, construction of combined cryptosystems, deniable authentication, and to secure the data trans-
fer between various nodes in technologies such as big data analysis, cloud computing, etc., where there
is an inherent need to systematically store and optimally analyze vast amounts of information, obtained
from/sent to distributed sources, and also to securely cope up with sensitive data meant for ubiquitous and
mobile computing applications. In CT-RSA 2014, Chow, Franklin, and Zhang[6] appended the sound-
ness property to the DRE. This new cryptographic primitive has applications in construction of complete
non-malleability and plaintext-awareness public key encryption.
In 1994, Shor[7] presented a polynomial time quantum algorithm which can solve discrete logarithm
problem (DLP) and prime factorization. This particular algorithm initiated research on Post-Quantum
Cryptography (PQC). PQC are the cryptographic algorithms which are secure against classical computers
as well as quantum computers. Public key cryptosystems based on code-based cryptography, hash based
cryptography, lattice based cryptography and multivariate-quadratic based cryptography are conjectured
to be secure against classical computers as well as quantum computers. Among these, Lattice-based
cryptography holds a great promise for PQC because of its average case / worst case equivalence prop-
erty, efficiency and simplicity. Security of most popular algorithm (RSA) is based on the assumption
that factoring problem is hard on average case. Ajtai in his seminal paper[8] has shown that security of
lattice based cryptosystems is based on the assumption on worst case hardness of lattice problems. This
generated a lot of interest on lattice based cryptography. In 2009 Regev[9] introduced the learning with
errors (LWE) problem and he won the Godel prize in 2018 for introducing the LWE problem. He has
proved that average case LWE problem is as hard as finding the worst-case solution to certain lattice hard
problems under a quantum reduction.
In 1984 Shamir[10] presented the idea of identity-based cryptosystem (IBC). In this public key cryp-
tosystem, any arbitrary string {0,1}∗ which uniquely identifies the user can be public key of the user.
For example phone number or email can be public key. This results in reduction of cost of creating public
key infrastructure (PKI) and system complexity. Although Shamir designed an identity-based signature
(IBS) scheme using RSA hard problem but he was unable to design an identity-based encryption (IBE)
scheme and this was a open problem for seventeen years. Solutions to this were proposed independently
by Cocks[11] and Boneh - Franklin[12]. Suppose Alice wants to make secure communication with Bob
through insecure channel. Alice encrypts the message using Bob’s email id as public key and sends the
ciphertext to Bob. Bob receives the ciphertext and authenticate himself to third party called Public Key
Generator (PKG). The task of PKG is to authenticate the identity of user (Bob), compute the private
key with respect to email id (identity) of the user and finally communicate the private key to the user
securely. Now user decrypts the ciphertext using this private key. In very large network Public Key
Generator, the work required of the PKG is too much. So the concept of Hierarchical IBE (HIBE) was
presented in[13, 14, 15] to delegate the PKG’s workload to lower-level PKGs. However, only root PKG
have their own PPs.

Related Work Shweta Agarwal etc al.[9, 16] presented adaptively secure IBE scheme and selective-ID
secure HIBE scheme based on LWE assumption. K. Singh etc al.[3, 17] constructed adaptively secure
efficient (H)IBE schemes using LWE hard problem. Independent work by Naccache[1] and Chatterjee
- Sarkar[2] presented a variant of Waters’s identity based encryption scheme to reduce PPs. They have
considered an identity of l-bits as l′ chunks where size of each chunk is l/l′. This reduces the PP size
from l to l′ n×m matrices. This idea was named as blocking technique[3]. K. Singh etc al.[3, 17]
also have reduced PP size using blocking technique. DRE may be considered as a particular case of
a broadcast encryption scheme. Adela Georgescu[18] constructed a semantically secure anonymous
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broadcast encryption scheme under the ring learning with error assumption. Daode Zhang etc al.[4] con-
structed lattice-based DRE scheme which is indistinguishable against chosen-ciphertext attacks (IND-
CCA). Daode Zhang etc al. also constructed IB-DRE scheme in lattice setting which is secure against
stronger security notion i.e. adaptive-ID. We present hierarchical identity based dual encryption (HIB-
DRE) scheme under LWE assumption. To the best of our knowledge, this gives the first provably secure
HIB-DRE scheme in the lattice based setting. Using blocking technique, we have also reduced the PP
size.
Daode Zhang etc al.[4] presented adaptive secure IB-DRE scheme. This scheme[4] contains l+1, n×m
matrices as PP, where l denotes the number of the bits in identity. Using blocking technique we have re-
duced the PP size by around factor β . Because of this the size of prime number q in field Zq is increased
by 2β which results in increase in computation cost. We have shown that compared to Daode Zhang
etc al.’ scheme the the size of the PP can be decreased approximately by 80% and the time complexity
(computation cost) is increased by only 1.40% for a suitably chosen β .

2 Cryptography basics

2.1 Notation

Let us denote R, Z and [ j] as set of real numbers, set of integers and the set {0,1, . . . , j}. We denote
small letters, e.g. x as vectors in column form and capital letters, e.g. X as Matrices. We denote
X ← ψβ (q)m×m

q as matrix X whose elements are chosen from the Gaussian (Normal) distribution ψβ

over Zq and S← Zn×m
q as matrix S whose elements are chosen uniformly over Zq where Zq denotes the

set {0,1, . . . ,q−1}.
〈
u,v
〉

represents scalar product of vectors u and v. Symbol ‖.‖ denotes the standard
Euclidean norm in Rn.
Formally, g(n) is negligible function if g(n) = o(n−c) ∀ constant c and n≥ n0, where o is standard little-
oh notation.
Gram Schmidt Orthogonalization (GSO): Let V = {v1, . . . ,vk}⊂ Rm be the set of linearly independent
vectors and Ṽ := {ṽ1, . . . , ṽk} ⊂ Rm represents the Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization (GSO) of the V =
{v1, . . . ,vk} ⊂ Rm which is defined as follows:

ṽi = vi−
i−1

∑
j=1

Λi, jṽ j ; Λi, j =

〈
vi, ṽ j

〉〈
ṽ j, ṽ j

〉 .
In other words, ṽ1 = v1 and ṽ2 is the component of v2 orthogonal to the plane which contain vectors v1,v2
(span(v1,v2)). ṽi is orthogonal to span(v1, . . . ,vi) where 3≤ i≤ k and component of vi.[19]

2.2 Hierarchical IB-DRE and IB-DRE

Here definitions of HIB-DRE and IB-DRE are adapted from[13, 14, 15, 16, 4, 20]. User at depth l is
represented as sequence of l ids and denoted by : (id/idl) = (id1, . . . , idl). Ancestors of the user’s id
tuples are the prefix of (id/idl). The prefix of (id/idl) includes lower level PKG and the root PKG.
HIB-DRE consists of following four algorithms.

Gen(d,n) This particular algorithm accepts the input as d (the hierarchy tree’s greatest depth) and
security parameter n and calculates the root PKG’s master key and PPs.
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Derive((id/idl),PP,PR(id/idl−1)) This particular algorithm takes the input as an identity (id/idl), PP
and the private key PR(id/idl−1) owned by parent identity (id/idl−1) = (id1, . . . , idl−1) at depth l−1≥ 0,
and computes private key owned by the identity (id/idl) at depth l.
If l = 1 then PR(id/id0) denotes the root PKG’s master key.
For any identity (id/idl) = (id1, . . . , idl) it is possible to compute the corresponding private key at a depth
l by a prefix or an ancestor of the identity (id/idl) and PKG by repeated calls to the Derive algorithm.

Enc((id1st/idl),PP,(id2nd/idl),M) This particular algorithm takes the input as an identity (id1st/idl),(id2nd/idl),
PP and a message M, and computes ciphertext C.

Dec(PRidi/idl
,PP,C) This particular algorithm takes the input as one private key PR(idi/idl) (where i ∈

{1,2}), PPs PP and an encrypted text C, and computes the plain-text message M.

IBE HIBE becomes IBE when depth l = 1.

Correctness For all identities (id1st/idl),(id2nd/idl), all message M and ciphertext

C=Encrypt(PP,(id1st /idl),(id2nd /idl),M) Pr[Decrypt(PP,PRid1st/idl ,C)
= Decrypt(PP,PRid2nd/idl ,C) = M] = 1 - negl(n)

2.3 Adaptive-ID Security Model of HIB-DRE and IB-DRE

Here definitions of HIB-DRE and IB-DRE are adapted from [13, 14, 15, 16, 4]. Adaptive-ID security
model of HIB-DRE is defined using the following game played between an adversary and a challenger.
It captures that the challenge ciphertext can not be distinguished from a random element in the ciphertext
space. This property implies both recipient anonymity and semantic security.

Gen The challenger runs Gen(λ ,d) and keeps master key MK to itself and gives the PP to an adver-
sary.

Phase 1 An adversary can ask private key query for an identity (id/idk) = (id1, . . . , idk), k ≤ d.
Adversary can also ask private key query for different identities adaptively multiple times.

Challenge The adversary sends message M and identity id1∗, id2∗. Identity id1∗, id2∗ and the pre-
fix of id1∗, id2∗ is not in phase 1’s identity query. Then the challenger randomly picks a bit r ∈
{0,1} and a random C from ciphertext space. If r = 0 it assigns the challenge ciphertext i.e. C∗ :=
Encrypt(PP, id1∗, id2∗,M). If r = 1, then the challenge ciphertext is assigned to C∗ := C. Challenger
sends C∗ to an adversary.
Phase 2: Again adversary can ask private key query for an identity (id/idk) as in Phase 1 with the re-
striction that the adversary is not able to query for id1∗, id2∗ and prefix of id1∗, id2∗.
Guess: After this adversary makes a guess r′ ∈ {0,1} and would win the game if r = r′.
The advantage of an IND-ID-CPA adversary A in attacking the IB-DRE scheme ξ is defined as We
claim that HIB-DRE scheme ξ with depth d is adaptive-ID, indistinguishable from being random if for
all IND-ID-CPA PPT adversaries A, Advd,ξ ,A(λ ) is negligible.
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IBE Security model of HIB-DRE becomes security model of IB-DRE when the hierarchy tree is of
depth one.

2.4 Integer Lattices ([21])

An Integer lattice is defined to be the set of all integer combinations

L(v1, . . . ,vn) = {x1v1 + · · ·+ xnvn : x1, . . . ,xn ∈ Z }

of n linearly independent vectors {v1, . . . ,vn} ∈ Rn. The set of vectors {v1, . . . ,vn} is called a basis for
the lattice. A basis can be represented by the matrix B = [v1, . . . ,vn] ∈ Rn×n with the columns containing
the basis vectors. In matrix notation, the lattice generated by n× n matrix B ∈ Rn×n can be defined as
L(V ) = {V x : x ∈ Zn}, where V x is the multiplication of n×n matrix and n×1 vector. The determinant
of a lattice is the absolute value of the determinant of the basis matrix det(L(V )) = |det(V )|. For prime
q, matrix M ∈ Zn×m

q and vector v ∈ Zn
q , define:

Λq(M) := {t ∈ Zm
q s.t. ∃s ∈ Zn

q where MT s = t (mod q)}

Λ
⊥
q (M) := {t ∈ Zm

q s.t. Mt = 0 (mod q)}

Λ
u
q(M) := {t ∈ Zm

q s.t. Mt = v (mod q)}

Theorem 2.1. ([8, 22]) Let q be odd prime and m := d6nlgqe. Then there is a probabilistic polynomial-
time (PPT) algorithm TrapGen(q,n) that computes a pair (A ∈ Zn×m

q ,T ∈ Zm×m) s. t. A is statistically
close to a uniform matrix in Zn×m

q and vector T is a basis for Λ⊥q (A) satisfying

‖T‖ ≤ O(n lgq) , ‖T̃‖ ≤ O(
√

n lgq)

Lemma 1 [22]. Let q be odd prime and M be a matrix in Zn×m
q with m > n. Let TM be a basis for

Λ⊥q (M) and
σ ≥ ‖T̃M‖ω(

√
(lgm)). Then for c ∈ Rm and u ∈ Zn

q :

1. There exists a PPT algorithm SampleGaussian (M,TM,σ ,c) that returns x ∈ Λ⊥q (M) drawn from a
distribution statistically close to DΛ,σ ,c.

2. There exists a PPT algorithm SamplePre (M,TM,u,σ ) that returns x ∈ Λu
q(M) sampled from a

distribution statistically close to DΛu
q,σ .

Lemma 2[22]. Suppose that m > (n+1) 2q+w(lgn) and that q is prime. Let A,B be matrices chosen
uniformly in Zn×m

q and let R ∈ {1,−1}m×m be an uniform random matrix. Then, for all vectors w ∈ Zm
q ,

the distribution (A,B,RT w) and (A,AR,RT w) are close (statistically) to each other.

2.5 The Learning With Errors (LWE) Hardness Assumption

In 2009 Oded Regev[9] introduced the LWE problem and he won the Godel prize in 2018 for introduc-
ing the LWE problem. He proved that under a quantum reduction LWE too has a similar equivalence
hardness property in the average case / worst case. LWE problem has two versions: Search and decision.

Search Consider an odd prime q, a positive integer n, and a Gaussian (Normal) distribution χm over
Zm

q .
Given (A,As+ e) where matrix A ∈ Zm×n

q is uniformly random and e ∈ χm, finding s is hard.
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Decision[9, 16] Consider a odd prime q, a positive integer n, and a Gaussian (Normal) distribution χm

over Zm
q . The pair (A,v) is the input from an unspecified challenge oracle O, where m×n matrix A∈ Zm×n

q
is uniformly chosen. An unspecified challenge oracle O is either a noisy pseudo-random sampler Os or a
truly random sampler O$. It depends on how v is selected.

1. When v is computed as As+ e for a vector e ∈ χm and a randomly chosen s ∈ Zn
q . Then O, an

unspecified challenge oracle, is a noisy pseudo-random sampler Os.

2. When v is chosen uniformly from Zm
q , an unspecified challenge oracle O is a truly random sampler

O$.

The adversary would try to tell the above two cases apart with a significant probability.
Or it could be said that A, an algorithm, decides the (Zq,n,χ)-LWE problem if |Pr[AOs = 1]−Pr[AO$ =
1]|= non-negligible for a random chosen s ∈ Zn

q .
It is also proved in[23, 24] that above decision LWE too is a hard problem even in the case where s is
chosen from the Gaussian (Normal) distribution.

2.6 SIS Assumption[8]

In 1996 Ajtai[8] presented Small Integer Solution (SIS) and Inhomogeneous Small Integer Solution
(ISIS) hard problems.

Definition 6 For an integer q, a matrix A ∈ Zn×m
q and a real β , find a short (nearly orthogonal) m-

dimensional vector x ∈ Zm
q which satisfies the equations Ax = 0 mod q and ‖x‖ ≤ β . OR

find a vector x ∈ Zm
2 which satisfies the equation Ax = 0 mod q.

2.7 ISIS Assumption

Definition 7 Given a matrix A ∈ Zn×m
q , an integer q, a n-dimensional vector u ∈ Zn

q and real β , find a
short (nearly orthogonal) m-dimensional vector x ∈ Zm

q which satisfies the equations Ax = u mod q and
‖x‖ ≤ β . OR
find a m-dimensional vector x ∈ Zm

2 which satisfies the equation Ax = u mod q.

3 Algorithms

Let M ∈ Zn×m
q , M1 ∈ Zn×m1

q and F = MM1 ∈ Zn×(m+m1)
q be matrices. We will need to sample short vector

and short (nearly orthogonal) basis in Λu
q(F) for some u in Zn

q using either a SampleLeft or SampleBa-
sisLeft algorithm.

3.1 SampleLeft Algorithm [16]

SampleLeft Algorithm(M1,M,TM,u,σ ): This particular algorithm accepts argument a matrix M1 in
Zn×n1

q , a rank n matrix M in Zn×m
q , a “short (nearly orthogonal) ” basis TM of Λ⊥q (M), a vector u ∈ Zn

q

and a Gaussian (Normal) parameter σ > ‖T̃M‖ω(
√
(lg(m+n1))). This particular algorithm computes a

vector e ∈ Zm+n1 sampled from a distribution close (statistically ) to DΛu
q(F1),σ , where F1 = M|M1.
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3.2 SampleBasisLeft Algorithm[16]

SampleBasisLeft Algorithm(M1,M,TM,u,σ ): This particular algorithm accepts argument a matrix M1
in Zn×n1

q , a rank n matrix M in Zn×m
q , a “short (nearly orthogonal) ” basis TM of Λ⊥q (M), a vector u ∈

Zn
q and a Gaussian (Normal) parameter σ > ‖T̃M‖ω(

√
(lg(m+n1))). Finally this particular algorithm

computes a short basis S of Λ⊥q (F) where F1 = M|M1.
Let A,D ∈ Zn×m

q , R ∈ {−1,1}m×m and F = (AR+D) ∈ Zn×2m
q be matrices. We will need to sample

short (nearly orthogonal) vector and short (nearly orthogonal) basis in Λu
q(F) for some u in Zn

q using
either a SampleRight or SampleBasisRight algorithm. Let sR := ‖R‖, and a Gaussian(Normal) parameter
σ > ‖T̃D‖sRω(

√
lg(m)).

3.3 SampleRight Algorithm[16]

SampleRight Algorithm(A,D,TD,R,σ , u): This particular algorithm takes as input a matrix A of rank
n in Zn×m

q , D in Zn×m
q (where D is rank n), a basis TD of Λ⊥q (D), a vector u ∈ Zn

q , a matrix R in Zk×m
q ,

and computes a (m+k)-dimensional vector e ∈ Zm+k sampled from a distribution statistically close to
DΛu

q(F2),σ where F2 = (A|AR+D).

3.4 SampleBasisRight Algorithm[16]

SampleBasisRight Algorithm(A,D,TD,R,u,σ ): This particular algorithm accepts as argument a rank n
matrix A in Zn×m

q , D in Zn×m
q of rank n, a basis TD of Λ⊥q (D), a m+k-dimensional vector u ∈ Zn

q , a matrix
R in Zk×m

q and computes a short (nearly orthogonal) basis S of Λ⊥q (F2) where F2 = (A|AR+D),

4 Hierarchical Identity based Dual Receiver Encryption (HIB-DRE) scheme

We present Hierarchical Identity based Dual Receiver Encryption (HIB-DRE) scheme in stronger se-
curity notion i.e. adaptive-ID with short (nearly orthogonal) PPs. Our construction is a variant of
schemes[16, 3, 17]. In our construction, identity id/idl is denoted as id/idl =(id1, . . . , idl)= ((b1,1|| . . . ||b1,l′′), . . . ,(bl,1|| . . . ||bl,l′′))
where idi is l′ bit string and bi, j is β (= l′/l′′) bit string. Encryption matrix for selective-ID secure lattice
based HIBE scheme in[16] is defined as

Eid = (A0|A1 +H(id1)D| . . . |Al +H(idl)D) ∈ Zn×(l+1)m
q

We use Brent R. Waters’s method[25] to convert Agrawal etc al. selective-ID secure lattice HIB-DRE[16]
to adaptive-ID secure HIB-DRE. With this method, PPs for an l-level HIB-DRE are A1,1, . . . ,A1,l′ ,A2,1, . . . ,A2,l′ , . . . ,Al,1′ , . . . ,Al,l′ ,
A′1,1, . . . ,A

′
1,l′ ,A

′
2,1, . . . ,A

′
2,l′ , . . . ,A

′
l,1, . . . ,A

′
l,l′ , and A0,D matrices. Now encryption matrix for first identity

(id1) becomes

Fid1/idl
=

(
A0|

l′

∑
j=1

A1, jb1, j +D| . . . |
l′

∑
j=1

Al, jbl, j +D

)
and for encryption matrix for second identity (id2) becomes

Fid2/idl
=

(
A′0|

l′

∑
j=1

A′1, jb1, j +D| . . . |
l′

∑
j=1

A′l, jbl, j +D

)

The PPs is 2l× l′+ 2 matrices which is very large. We have used same PPs A1, . . . ,Al for all levels as
done in[26]. This way we have reduced PPs from 2l× l′+2 matrices to 2l′+2 matrices. Further using
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the blocking technique of Chatterjee - Sarkar’s[2], we have reduced the PPs from (2l′+ 2) matrices to
(2l′′+2) matrices. Finally our scheme has two encryption matrices. Encryptiom matrix for first identity
is defined as:

Fid1/idl
=

(
l′′

∑
j=1

A jb1, j +D|
l′′

∑
j=1

A jb2, j +D| . . . |
l′′

∑
j=1

A jbl, j +D

)
(1)

where id1/idl = (id1, . . . , idl) = ((b1,1|| . . . ||b1,l′′), . . . ,
(bl,1|| . . . ||bl,l′′)), idi is l′ bit string and bi, j is l′/l′′ = β bit string.
Encryptiom matrix for second identity is defined as:

Fid2/idl
=

(
l′′

∑
j=1

A jb′1, j +D|
l′′

∑
j=1

A jb′2, j +D| . . . |
l′′

∑
j=1

A jb′l, j +D

)
(2)

where id2/idl = (id1, . . . , idl) = ((b′1,1|| . . . ||b′1,l′′), . . . ,
(b′l,1|| . . . ||b′l,l′′)), and idi, b′i, j are l′, l′/l′′(= β ) bit strings respectively.

4.1 The HIB-DRE Scheme

Our adaptive secure HIB-DRE scheme is described as follows.

Gen(d,n) Input to this particular algorithm are maximum hierarchy depth d and security parameter n.
This particular algorithm computes the PPs and master secret key. Algorithm executes following steps.

1. TrapGen(q,n) algorithm is used to generate a pair of matrices A0,A′0 ∈ Zn×m
q and a pair of short

(nearly orthogonal) basis TA0 ,TA′0
for Λ⊥q (A0) and Λ⊥q (A

′
0) such that ‖T̃A0‖≤O(

√
n lgq) and ‖T̃A′0

‖≤O(
√

n lgq).

2. Select 2l′′+1 matrices

A1,A2, . . . ,Al′′ ,A′1,A
′
2, . . . ,A

′
l′′ and D ∈ Zn×m

q

randomly.

3. Select a matrix U ∈ Zn×n
q randomly.

4. PPs PP = A1,A2, . . . ,Al′′ ,A′1,A
′
2, . . . ,A

′
l′′ ,D,and A0 ∈ Zn×m

q , U ∈ Zn×n
q ,

Master key (MK) = TA0 ∈ Zm×m
q .

Derive(PP,(id/idl),PR(id/id(l−1))) Input to this particular algorithm are PPs (PP), identity (id/idl) and
private key PR(id/idl−1) owned by an identity (id/idl−1) at depth l− 1. It computes a short (nearly or-
thogonal) basis and private key for the identity (id/idl) at depth l. Here encryption matrix Fid/idl for the
id/idl is:

Fid/idl =

(
A0|

l′′

∑
j=1

A jb1, j +D| . . . |
l′′

∑
j=1

A jbl, j +D

)

Fid/idl =

(
Fid/idl−1 |

l′′

∑
j=1

A jbl, j +D

)
. (4)
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With short (nearly orthogonal) basis PR(id/id(l−1)) for Λ⊥q (Fid/idl−1) and encryption matrix Fid/idl as defined
in (3), we can compute short (nearly orthogonal) basis PR(id/idl) for Λ⊥q (Fid/idl ) by invoking SampleBa-
sisLeft (SBL) algorithm

S← SBL(Fid/idl−1 ,
l′′

∑
j=1

A jbl, j +D,PR(id/id(l−1)),0,σl)

and compute PR(id/idl)←− S.
With short (nearly orthogonal) basis PR(id/id(l−1)) for Λ⊥q (Fid/idl−1) and encrypted matrix Fid/idl as defined
in (3), we can compute private key e(id/idl) for Λ⊥q (Fid/idl ) by invoking

S←− SampleLeft(Fid/idl−1 ,
l′′

∑
j=1

A jbl, j +D,PR(id/id(l−1)),0,σl)

and compute e(id/idl)←− S.
For an identity (id/idl) = (id1, . . . , idl), the corresponding private key at a depth of l can be calculated by
PKG or any prefix or ancestor of an identity (id/idl) by repeated calls to the SampleBasisLeft algorithm
and finally calling SampleLeft algorithm.

Enc(PP, Id,m) Input to this particular algorithm are PPs PP, identities (id1/idl),(id2/idl) of depth l
and a message m ∈ {0,1}n. Next algorithm executes following steps:

1. Encryption matrix for id1 and id2 as defined in equation (1) and (2) are:
Fid1/idl

= (
A0|

l′′

∑
j=1

A jb2, j +D|
l′′

∑
j=1

A jb2, j +D| . . . |
l′′

∑
j=1

A jbl, j +D

)

∈ Zn
q ×Z(l′′+1)m

q

Fid2/idl
= (

A′0|
l′′

∑
j=1

A jb1, j +D|
l′′

∑
j=1

A jb2, j +D| . . . |
l′′

∑
j=1

A jbl, j +D

)

∈ Zn
q ×Z(l′′+1)m

q

2. Choose a n-dimensional random vector s R←− Zn
q uniformly.

3. Choose l′′ random m×m matrices R j
R←− {−1,1}m×m for j = 1, . . . , l′′ uniformly.

Define Rid
1 = ∑

l′′
j=1 b jR j|| . . . ||∑l′′

j=1 b jR j ∈ Zm×l′′m .

4. Choose a n-dimensional random vector s R←− Zn
q uniformly.

5. Choose l′′ random m×m matrices R j
R←− {−1,1}m×m for j = 1, . . . , l′′ uniformly.

Define Rid
2 = ∑

l′′
j=1 b jR j|| . . . ||∑l′′

j=1 b jR j ∈ Zm×l′′m .

1In security proof, Rid would be used to reply attacker’s private key query. Error vector has to be
[ y

RT
id y

]
for valid challenge

ciphertext
2In security proof, Rid would be used to reply attacker’s private key query. Error vector has to be

[ y
RT

id y

]
for valid challenge

ciphertext

9
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6. Choose a n-dimensional noise vector x
ψαl←−Zn

q , y
ψ

m
αl←−Zm

q , y1
ψ

m
αl←−Zm

q and z←−RT
idy∈Zl′′m

q , z1←−RT
idy1 ∈

Zl′′m
q

7. Finally the ciphertext is:

CT = (C0 =UT s+ x+bbq
2
c,C1 = FT

id1/idl
s+
[

y
z

]
,

C2 = FT
id2/idl

s+
[

y1

z1

]
∈ Zn

q ×Z(l′′+1)m
q ×Z(l′′+1)m

q )

Dec(PP,PR(idi/idl),CT ) Input to this particular algorithm are PPs PP, a private key of the ith identity
PRidi/idl

i ∈ {1,2}, and a ciphertext CT = (C0,C1,C2). Next algorithm executes following steps:.

1. Set τl = σl
√

m(l +1)w(
√

lg(lm)).
Then τl ≥ ‖P̃R‖w(

√
lg(lm)).

2. eidi/idl
←− SamplePre(Fidi/idl

,PR(Idi/idl),U,τl)

Then Fidi/idl
eidi/idl

=U and ‖eidi/idl
‖ ≤ τl

√
m(l +1)

3. For identity i, compute w = w1w2 . . .wn =C0− eT
idi/idl

Ci ∈ Zn
q .

4. For j = 1 to n
if |wi−bq

2c|<
q
4 in Z, wi = 1 else wi = 0.

During Decryption:
w =C0− eT

idi/idl
Ci = bbq

2c+ x− eT
idi/idl

[y
z

]
.

Correctness After decryption, error term
e = e1e2 . . .en = x− eT

idi/idl

[y
z

]
. And for correctness of HIB-DRE scheme ei < q/4 for all i.

Lemma 3 Norm of the error term is bounded by [q2β l′′l2σlmαlω(
√

lgm)
+O(2β l′′l2σlm3/2)]. Proof: This Lemma is very similar to lemma 32 of [16] except now Rid is uniformly
random m× lm matrix in {−2β l′′,2β l′′}m×lm. So |Rid | will be equal to 2β l′′Rid . So error term will have
extra factor 2β l′′.

Now, for correctness of the scheme we have to make sure that:

• the error < q/5 i.e. αl < [2β l′′l2σlmω(
√

lgm)]−1 and q = Ω(2β l′′l2σlm3/2)

• m > 6n lgq to execute TrapGen algorithm.

• That σl is sufficiently large enough for the algorithm SampleLeft and algorithm SampleRight
(i.e. σl > ‖T̃D‖sRω(

√
lgm) ) = 2β l′′

√
lmω(

√
lgm)

• that Regev’s reduction applies (i.e. (q2β )l > 2Q), where Q is the number of times the adversary
queries the identity.

10
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To meet the above requirements we have to assign the parameters (q,m,σl,αl) with respect to security
parameter n as follows:

αl = [(2β l′′)2l2.5m2
ω(
√

lgm)]−1 (5)

q = max((2Q/2β )1/l,(2β l′′)2l2.5m2.5
ω(
√

lgn)),

σl = l′′
√

lmω(
√

lgn), m = 6n1+δ

From above requirements, we need q = (2β l′′)2l2.5m2.5ω(
√

lgn).

4.2 Security Proof

Security proof is based on the game played between an adversary and challenger. In this process adver-
sary can ask private key query for polynomial number of identities to the challenger. If the challenger
fails to answer the private key query the game will be aborted. In our proof, game will not be aborted
if challenger can not answer the private key query for challenged identities id1∗, id2∗ and will be able to
answer private key query for other identities. Abort-resistant hash functions is used to compute no abort
probabilities. It is defined as follows.

4.2.1 Abort-Resistant Hash Functions

Definition 5 Suppose function H = {h̄ : X −→ Y} be family of hash functions from X to Y . For a set
of Q+2 inputs x = (x1

0,x
2
0,x1, . . . ,xQ) ∈ XQ+2, non-abort probability of x i.e. α(x) is as

α(x) = Pr
[
h̄[x1

0] = 0 ∧ h̄[x2
0] = 0 ∧ h̄[x1] 6= 0 ∧ . . .∧ h̄[xQ] 6= 0

]
Here the probability is computed based on the random choice of h̄ in H.

We say that H is (Q,αmin,αmax) abort-resistance if for all x = (x1
0,x

2
0,x1, . . . ,xQ) ∈ XQ+2 with x1

0,x
2
0 /∈

{x1, . . . ,xQ} we have α(x) ∈ [αmin,αmax].
Following abort-resistant hash family is used which is very similar to [16].
For a q (prime) let (Zl′′

q )∗ = Zl′′
q -{0l′′} and define the family

H : {h̄ : ((Zl′′
2β )
∗| . . . |(Zl′′

2β )
∗)−→ (Zq| . . . |Zq)}

h̄(id) = h̄(id1| . . . |idl) =

(
1+

l′′

∑
j=1

h jb1, j

)
| . . . |

(
1+

l′′

∑
j=1

h jbl, j

)
(6)

For definition of hi and bk,i see section 4.2.2.

4.2.2 Lemma 4

let q be a odd prime and 0 < Q < q. Then the hash family H defined in (5) is (Q, 1
q2l (1− Q

ql ),
1

q2l ) abort-
resistant.

11
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4.2.3 Proof

The proof for this is similar to[16]. Consider a set of id of Q+ 1 inputs id0, . . . , idQ in (Zll′′
q )∗ where

id0 /∈ {id1, . . . , idQ} and idi = {id1, . . . , idl}. Since number of functions in H = ql′′(2β )l′′l and for i =
0, . . . ,Q+ 1 let Si be the set of functions h̄ in H such that h̄(idi) = 0. So number of these functions

= |Si|= ql′′ (2β )l′′l

ql .

And |S0∧S j| ≤ ql′′ (2β )l′′l

q2l for every j > 0. Number of functions in H such that h̄(id0) = (0| . . . |0) but h̄(idi) 6=
0 for i = 1, . . . ,Q. = |S| and

|S|= |S1
0∧S2

0− (S1∧ . . .SQ)| ≥ |S1
0∧S2

0|−
Q

∑
j=1
|S1

0∧S2
0∧S j|

≥ ql′′(2β )l′′l

q2l −Q
ql′′(2β )l′′l

q3l

Hence identities’ no-abort probability is at least equal to
ql′′ (2β )l

′′l

ql −Qql′′ (2β )l
′′l

q2l

ql′′ (2β )l′′l = 1
q2l (1− Q

ql )

Since |S| ≤ |S0|, hence the no-abort probability is ≤ |S0|
ql′′ (2β )l′′l =

1
q2l .

Now we show that under a adaptive identity attack our scheme is indistinguishable from random. It
is IND-ID-CPA secure.

Theorem 4.1. If (Zq,n, ψ̄αd )-LWE assumptions holds then our Full HIB-DRE scheme is IND-ID-CPA
secure.

Proof The proof of this is similar to[16, 3]. We will show that if there exists a Probabilistic Polynomial-
Time (PPT) adversary A that breaks our HIB−DRE scheme in polynomial time with a significant
probability, then there exists a Probabilistic Polynomial-Time challenger B that would answer if an
oracle O (unspecified challenge) is truly either a random sampler O$ or a noisy pseudo-random sampler
Os by simulating views of adversary A (solves LWE problem) .

Setup Challenger B randomly choose n×m matrix A0 ∈ Zn×m
q . Using algorithm TrapGen algorithm,

matrix D ∈ Zn×m
q and a Trapdoor TD for Λ⊥q (D) is generated. Challenger also chooses l′′ uniformly

random matrices Ri ∈ [−1, l]m×m, i ∈ [1, l′′] and l′′ random scalars hi ∈ Zq, i ∈ [1, l′′]. Next it constructs
the matrices Ai as

Ai←− A0Ri +hiD (7)

By lemma 2, the distribution of Ai’s are statistically close to the uniform distribution.

Fid/idl =

(
A0|

l′′

∑
j=1

A jb1, j +D|| . . . ||
l′′

∑
j=1

A jbl, j +D

)

Substituting the value of matrices Ai from equation (6)

Fid/idl =

(
A0|A0

(
l′′

∑
j=1

R jb1, j

)
+D

(
1+

l′′

∑
j=1

h jb1, j

)
|| . . . ||

12
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A0

(
l′′

∑
j=1

R jbl, j

)
+D

(
1+

l′′

∑
j=1

h jbl, j

)
Or
Fid = (A′0|A0Rid +Dhid)

where Rid = ∑
l′′
j=1 R jb1, j|| . . . || ∑l′′

j=1 R jbl, j

and Did = Dh̄id = D(1+∑
l′′
j=1 h jb1, j)|| . . . ||D(1+∑

l′′
j=1 h jbl, j)

If h̄id is equal to zero then challenger will not be able to answer the private key query and it will be part
of abort resistant hash function.
Else if h̄id 6= 0 then challenger B answers the secret key query of id = (id1, id2, . . . , idl) by running

PRid ←− SampleRight(A0,Did ,Rid ,TD,0,σl)

and sending PRid to A.

Challenge Adversary declares target identities id∗1 =(id1, id2, . . . , idl) and id∗2 =(id′1, id
′
2, . . . , id

′
l). Chal-

lenger B gets 3 LWE samples i.e. (Ui,ui) ∈ Zn×n
q ×Zn

q (0≤ i≤ 2 from an oracle.

1. Blind the message m ∈ {0,1}n by letting

C∗0 = u0 +m∗bq
2
e ∈ Zn

q

2. Challenger chooses l′′ random matrices R∗i ∈ [−1,1]m×m where i ∈ [1, l′′]. Let

Rid∗ = (R∗1| . . . |R∗l′′)

and set

C∗1 =

(
u∗1

(Rid∗)
T v∗1

)
∈ Zm+l′′m

q

and

C∗2 =

(
u∗2

(Rid∗)
T v∗2

)
∈ Zm+l′′m

q

3. Choose a random bit r←{0,1}. If r = 0, send CT ∗= (C∗0 ,C
∗
1 ,C

∗
2) to the adversary. If r = 1 choose

a random (C0,C1,C2) ∈ Zn
q ×Zm+l′′m

q ×Zm+l′′m
q and send (C0,C1,C2) to the adversary.

Phase 2 Except id∗ and prefix of id∗, adversary can make secret key query for any id. Simulator repeats
the same method used in Setup() part to answer the query.

Artificial Abort In Eurocrypt 2004, Brent R. Waters[25] presented the artificial abort technique. Chatterjee-
Sarkar[2] explained artificial abort (AB) steps in detail. Since simulator’s abort probability depends on
private key queries asked by adversary. So it may be possible that simulator’ abort probability and an
adversary’s success probability are dependent. Objective of the AB technique is to make simulator’s
abort probability almost same for any set of queries asked by an adversary. AB technique increases the
time complexity of the simulation.
Let λ be the probability that simulator does not abort i.e. (1−simulator’s abort probability). Suppose
abort be the event that simulator B aborts, and that Σ′ is the set of queries asked by an adversary.

13
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Waters[25] has proved that probability simulator B does not abort is almost λ for all set of queries
asked by the adversary.

|Pr[abort|Y ∈ Σ
′]−λ | ≤ λε

2

No-abort probability of identities is ≥ 1
ql (1− Q

q2l ) (lemma 4). With Q ≤ ql/2 non-abort probability of

identities will be ≥ 1
ql .

for AB steps, simulator requires an additional χ = O(ε−2ln(ε−1)λ ln(λ−1)) time . Bellare-Ristenport
[27] showed that AB steps can be avoided. Bellare-Ristenport derived following security reduction
formula without AB steps.

Advdbdh(B)≥ γmin

2
AdvIND−CPA

Waters +(γmin− γmax)

From above expression it is clear that Bellare-Ristenport’s [27] proof will work when γmin − γmax is
negligible. But in our case γmin− γmax is − Q

q2 and it can be made negligible with very large q. large q
will increase the computation time of the scheme. So we have used Waters[25] AB.
Since, for non-abort probability hid∗ = 0 then Fid∗ = (A0|A0Rid∗). When the LWE oracle is pseudorandom

v∗ = AT
0 s+ y

for some random noise y ∈ Zm
q distributed as ψ̄m

α . Therefore

C∗1 =

(
AT

0 s+ y
(A0Rid∗)

T s+(Rid∗)
T y

)
= (Fid∗)

T s+
(

y
(Rid∗)

T y

)
Above C∗1 is a valid C1 part of challenge ciphertext. Again C∗0 = uT

0 +m∗bq
2e is also a valid C0 part of

challenge ciphertext. Therefore (C∗0 ,C
∗
1 ,C

∗
2) is valid challenge ciphertext.

When LWE oracle is random oracle, v0 is uniform in Zn
q and v∗ is uniform in Zm

q . Therefore challenge
ciphertext is always uniform in ∈ Zn

q ×Zm+l′′m
q ×Zm+l′′m

q . Finally if adversary A terminates with correct
result then challenger B answer that an oracle O (unspecified challenge) is a noisy pseudo-random
sampler Os else challenger B answers that an unspecified challenge oracle O is a truly random sampler
O$ and ends the simulation.
So PPT algorithm B that solves the (Zq,n,ψα)-LWE problem with ε ′ ≥ ε/4q2l in about the time = t1 +
O(ε−2ln(ε−1)λ ln(λ−1)). Since no one can solve LWE hard problem so our scheme is also semantically
secure.

5 New Full IB-DRE Scheme

Our construction is a variant of Daode Zhang et al. IB-DRE scheme[4], but with shorter PP. In Daode
Zhang et al.[4] IB-DRE scheme identity string have l-bits. Therefore, scheme requires l n×m matrices.
We apply the blocking technique of Chatterjee-Sarkar[26] to divide l-bit identity into l′ chunks where
size of each chunk is l/l′ = β bits and assign one n×m matrix to each block. This way we have reduced
PPs from l n×m matrices to l′ n×m matrices.

5.1 The New Full IB-DRE Construction

We present our new Full IB-DRE Scheme.
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5.1.1 Setup(n)

This particular algorithm accepts argument as security parameter n computes the PPs and master secret
key. Then algorithm executes following steps:

1. Apply TrapGen(q,n) algorithm to generate a pair of matrices A0,A′0 ∈ Zn×m
q and a pair of short

(nearly orthogonal) basis TA0 ,TA′0
for Λ⊥q (A0) and Λ⊥q (A

′
0) such that ‖T̃A0‖ ≤ O(

√
n lgq) and ‖T̃A′0

‖
≤ O(

√
n lgq).

2. Select 2l′+1 random matrices A1,A2, . . . ,Al′ ,
A′1,A

′
2, . . . ,A

′
l′ and D ∈ Zn×m

q uniformly.

3. Select a random matrix U ∈ Zn×n
q uniformly.

4. Finaly it computes master key and the PPs as follows,
MK = (TA0 ,TA′0

), PP = A1,A2, . . . ,Al′ ,A′1,A
′
2, . . . ,A

′
l′ and D ∈ Zn×m

q ,U ∈ Zn×n
q .

5.1.2 Extract(PP,MK, id)

On input PPs (PP), a master secret key (MK), and an identity id = (b1, . . . ,bl′), where each bi is an
l/l′ = β bit string, algorithm executes following steps.

1. Let Aid = D+∑
l′
j=1 b jA j ∈ Zn×m

q .

2. Compute e ∈ Z2m×n
q as e←− SampleLe f t(A0,Aid ,TA0 ,U,σ). Let Eid = (A0|Aid), then Eid .e = U

in Zn×n
q and e is distributed as DΛu

q(Fid),σ by lemma 1.

3. compute PRid = e ∈ Z2m×n.

5.1.3 Enc(PP, id1, id2,m)

On input PPs (PP), identities id1∗, id2∗ and a message m ∈ {0,1}n, algorithm executes following steps:

1. Let Aid1 = D+∑
l′
j=1 b jA j ∈ Zn×m

q and
Aid2 = D+∑

l′
j=1 b jA′j ∈ Zn×m

q .

Fid1 = (A0|Aid1),Fid2 = (A′0|Aid2) ∈ Zn×2m
q

.

2. Choose a uniformly random s R←− Zn
q .

3. Choose 2l′ uniformly random matrices Ri
R←− {−1,1}m×m for i = 1, . . . , l′ and define Rid1

3 =

∑
l′
j=1 b jR j ∈ {−l′(2β − 1), . . . , l′(2β − 1)} and Rid2 = ∑

2l′
j=l′+1 b jR j ∈ {−l′(2β − 1), . . . , l′(2β −

1)}.

4. Choose noise vectors x
ψα←− Zn

q , y
ψ

m
α←− Zm

q , z1←−RT
id1

y ∈ Zm
q and z2←−RT

id2
y ∈ Zm

q .

5. Set C0←−UT s+ x+mbq
2c ∈ Zm

q , C1 = FT
id1

s+
(

y
z1

)
and C2 = FT

id2
s+
(

y
z2

)
.

6. Compute the ciphertext CT = (C0,C1,C2) ∈ Zn
q ×Z2m

q ×Z2m
q .

3In provable security proof, Rid is used in answering adversary’s private key query. Error vector has to be
(

y
RT

idi
y

)
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5.1.4 Dec(PP,PRid ,CT )

On input PPs (PP), a private key of the ith identity (PRidi) where i ∈ {1,2}, and a ciphertext CT =
(C0,C1,C2), algorithm executes following steps.

1. For identity i, compute w = w1w2 . . .wn =C0− eT
idi

Ci ∈ Zn
q .

2. For j = 1 to n
if |wi−bq

2c|<
q
4 in Z, wi = 1 else wi = 0.

During Decryption:
w =C0− eT

idi
Ci = bbq

2c+ x− eT
idi

[y
z

]
.

Correctness After decryption,
Error term e = e1e2 . . .en = x− eT

id

[y
zi

]
and for correctness IB-DRE scheme each ei has to be less than

q/4.

5.1.5 Lemma 5

For an l-bit identity id = (b1, . . . ,bl′), where each bi is l/l′ = β bit string. The error term’s norm is
bounded by qσ2β l′mαω(

√
lgm)+O(σ2β l′m3/2).

Proof: The proof of this is similar to the proof of Lemma 22 in [1] except that matrix R is replaced with
Rid = ∑

l′
j=1 b jA j. Since ‖Rid‖ ≤ ∑

l′
j=1 ‖b j‖‖A j‖ and by [1,theorem 15],‖R‖ ≤ O(

√
m) .

So ‖Rid‖ ≤ O(2β l′
√

m).
This leads to an extra factor 2β l′ in the error bound.

For the scheme to work correctly we have to ensure that:

• Error term < q/5 i.e. α < [σ2β l′mαω(
√

lgm)]−1 and q = Ω(σ2β l′m3/2).

• m > 6n lgq to execute TrapGen algorithm.

• That σ is sufficiently large enough for SimpleLeft algorithm and SimpleRight algorithm i.e.

σ > ‖T̃D‖2β l′
√

mω(
√

lgm)) = 2β l′
√

mω(
√

lgm)

.

• that Regev’s reduction applies (i.e. q > 2Q, where Q is the total number of identity queries asked
by the adversary)

To satisfy above requirements we assign the parameters (q,m,σ ,α) as follows in terms of security pa-
rameter n:

q = max(2Q,m2.5(2β l′)2
ω(
√

lgn)),

α = [2β l′mω(
√

lgm)]−1.(8)

m = 6n1+δ ,σ = 2β l′
√

mω(
√

lgn)

From above requirements, we need q=m2.5(2β l′)2ω(
√

lgn). But in [1], required value of q=m2.5l2ω(
√

lgn).
Hence, in this scheme, the value of q is increased by (2β l′

l )
2 = (2β

β
)2. This implies that when PPs are

reduced by β , q is increased by a factor of (2β

β
)2 or the number of the bits in q is increased by a factor of

(β − lg(β ))2.
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5.2 Efficiency

Here our time complexity analysis is similar to complexity analysis of [2]. The only difference between
the scheme in[4] and our scheme, is the computation of Rid and Aid . We denote |Zq| as the size of an
element of the set Zq. Aid is computed by adding two matrices of size n×m and l′ multiplication. Here
every multiplication is a multiplication of matrix of size n×m and (l/l′)-bit string. Computation cost for
every such multiplication is be (l/l′−1) doubling and l/2l′ addition. So the total computational cost Aid
is (l− l′) doubling and l/l′ addition. Thus complexity of computing Aid is equal to cnm(3l

2 − l′)|Zq| for
some constant c, where nm|Zq| is computational cost of adding two matrices (n×m). This computational
cost is least when l′ = l (as in[4]). Least value is cnm l

2 |Zq|. Maximum value is less than cnm 3l
2 |Zq|.

Computational cost of computing FT
id s is equal to dnmn|Zq| for a constant d. So computational cost of

encryption is equal to cnm(3l
2 − l′)|Zq|+dnmn|Zq|. Computational cost of encryption in IDBE[4] is equal

to cnm( l
2)|Zq|+dnmn|Zq|.

q is less than poly(n) assume n5. If q is of a value more than 512 bits (value ≈ 2512) then value of n is
atleast 2100, which is much greater than size of identity l(160). So computational cost of encryption is
enmn|Zq| which is independent of l′. It shows that l′ does not make any effect on computation of matrix
Aid . Similarly l′ does not make any effect on computation of matrix Rid . Hence l′ does not make any
effect on time complexity of key generation algorithm, encryption algorithm and decryption algorithm.
Computational cost is increased because of increase in size of |Zq| (i.e. value of q).

5.3 Space/Time Trade-Off

The relative reduction in space requirement to store the PPs in our scheme, compared with the scheme in
[1] is equal to l−l′

l . Our scheme decreases PP by β at the cost of increasing value of prime q by a factor

of (2β

β
)2 with same security level as[4]. By making same security level as[4], new q or q′ is q(2β

β
)2. Size

of Zq′ = |Zq′ |= |Zq|+(β− lg(β ))2. Relative increase in encryption cost of our scheme with respect to[4]

is
|Zq′−Zq|
|Zq| = (β−lg(β ))2

|Zq| .
In table 1, we give the results for l = 160 and |Zq|= 512 for various values of l′ ranging from 16 to 64.
Overall, we suggest l′ = 32 will be good choice for implementing the scheme.

Table 1. For different values of l′, Relative reduction in space and relative rise in time .

l′ Relative reduction in space Relative rise in time
16 90 8.71
32 80 1.40
64 60 0.27

5.4 Proof

Following abort-resistant hash functions will be required in security proofs.

5.4.1 Abort-Resistant Hash Functions[16].

Definition 6. Suppose function H = {h̄ : X −→ Y} is family of hash functions from X to Y . For a set
of Q+2 inputs x = (x1

0,x
2
0,x1, . . . ,xQ) ∈ XQ+2, the non-abort probability of x i.e. α(x) is as

α(x) = Pr [h̄[x0] = 0 ∧ h̄[x1] 6= 0 ∧ . . .∧ h̄[xQ] 6= 0]

Here the probability is computed over the random choice of h̄ in H.
We say that H is (Q,αmin,αmax) abort-resistance if for all x = (x1

0,x
2
0,x1, . . . ,xQ) ∈ XQ+2 with x1

0,x
2
0 /∈
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{x1, . . . ,xQ} we have α(x) ∈ [αmin,αmax].
Following abort-resistant hash family is used which is very similar to [16].
For a q (prime) let (Zl′

q )
∗ = Zl′

q −{0l} and hash function family defined as

H : {h̄ : ((Zl′
q )
∗)−→ (Zq)}

h̄(id) = (1+
l′

∑
j=1

h jb j) ∈ Zq (9)

where hi and bi are defined in section 4.1.

5.4.2 Lemma 6

The Hash family H, as defined in (4) is (Q, 1
q(1−

Q
q ),

1
q) abort-resistant where prime q is greater than

Q > 0.
Proof: The proof of this is very similar to [1]. Consider a set of id of Q+ 2 inputs id1

0 , id
2
0 , . . . , idQ in

(Zl′
q )
∗ where id0 /∈ {id1, . . . , idQ}. For i= 0, . . . ,Q+1 let Si be the set of functions h̄ in H where h̄(idi) = 0.

We know that number of such functions = |Si|= (q2β )l′

q .

And |S1
0∧S2

0∧S j| ≤ (q2β )l′

q3 for every j > 0. Number of functions in H such that h̄(id0) = 0 but h̄(idi) 6= 0
for i = 1, . . . ,Q. = |S| and

|S|= |S1
0∧S2

0− (S1∧, . . . ,SQ)| ≥ |S1
0∧S2

0|−
Q

∑
j=1
|S1

0∧S2
0∧S j|

≥ (q2β )l′

q2 −Q
(q2β )l′

q3

Since number of functions in H = (q2β )l′ , therefore the no-abort probability of identities would be equal

to atleast
(q2β )l

′

q2 −Q (q2β )l
′

q3

(q2β )l′ = 1
q2 (1− Q

q )

Since |S| ≤ |S1
0∧S2

0|, so the no-abort probability is atmost |S
1
0∧S2

0|
(q2β )l′ =

1
q2 .

Now we show that our lattice-based IB-DRE construction cannot be distinguished from random under a
adaptive identity attack (IND-ID-CPA).

Theorem 5.1. The Full IB-DRE scheme with parameters(q,n,m,σ ,α) as in (3) is IND-ID-CPA secure
provided that the (Zq,n, ψ̄αd )-LWE assumptions hold.

Proof The proof of this is similar to[16, 3]. We will show that if there exists a Probabilistic Polynomial-
Time (PPT) adversary A that breaks our IB−DRE scheme in polynomial time with non-negligible
probability then there exists a Probabilistic Polynomial-Time challenger B that would answer whether an
oracle O (unspecified challenge) is either a truly random sampler O$ or a noisy pseudo-random sampler
Os by simulating views of adversary A (solves the LWE problem).
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Setup Challenger B generates random matrix A0 ∈ Zn×m
q uniformly . Using TrapGen algorithm, ran-

dom matrix D in Zn×m
q and a Trapdoor TD for Λ⊥q (D) is generated. Challenger also chooses l′′ uniformly

random matrices Ri ∈ [−1,1]m×m, i ∈ [1, l′] and l′ random scalars hi ∈ Zq, i ∈ [1, l′]. Next it constructs the
matrices Ai as

Ai←− A0Ri +hiD

By lemma 2, the distribution of Ai’s are statistically close to the uniform distribution.

Fid =

(
A0|

l′

∑
j=1

A jb j +D

)
(10)

From equation (6), substituting the matrices Ai’ s value we get

Fid = (A0|A0Rid +Dhid)

where Rid = ∑
l′
j=1 R jb j and Did = Dh̄id = D(1+∑

l′
j=1 h jb j)

If h̄id is equal to zero then challenger will not be able to answer the private key query and it will be part
of abort resistant hash function.
Else if h̄id 6= 0 then challenger B answers the secret key query of id by running

PRid ←− SampleRight(A0,Did ,Rid ,TD,0,σl)

and sending PRid to A.

Challenge Adversary declares target identities id∗1 and id∗2 . Challenger B gets 3 LWE samples i.e.
(Ui,ui) ∈ Zn×n

q ×Zn
q (0≤ i≤ 2 from an oracle.

1. Blind the message m ∈ {0,1}n by letting

C∗0 = u0 +m∗bq
2
e ∈ Zq

2. Challenger also chooses l′′ uniformly random matrices R∗i ∈ [−1, l]m×m, i ∈ [1, l′′]. Let

Rid∗ = (R∗1| . . . |R∗l′′)

and set

C∗1 =

(
v∗1

(Rid∗)
T v∗1

)
∈ Zm+l′′m

q

and

C∗2 =

(
v∗2

(Rid∗)
T v∗2

)
∈ Zm+l′′m

q

3. Choose a random bit r←{0,1}. If r = 0, send CT ∗= (C∗0 ,C
∗
1 ,C

∗
2) to the adversary. If r = 1 choose

a random (C0,C1,C2) ∈ Zq×Zm+l′′m
q and send (C0,C1,C2) to the adversary.

Phase 2 Except id∗ and prefix of id∗, adversary can make private key query for any id. Simulator
repeats the same method used in Setup() part to answer the query.
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Since, for non-abort probability hid∗ = 0 then Fid∗ = (A0|A0Rid∗). When the LWE oracle is pseudoran-
dom

v∗ = AT
0 s+ y

for some random noise y ∈ Zm
q distributed as ψ̄m

α . Therefore

C∗1 =

(
AT

0 s+ y
(A0Rid∗)

T s+(Rid∗)
T y

)
= (Fid∗)

T s+
(

y
(Rid∗)

T y

)
Above C∗1 is a valid C1 part of ciphertext challenge. Again C∗0 = uT

0 + x+b∗bq
2e is also a valid C0 part of

challenge ciphertext. Therefore (C∗0 ,C
∗
1) is valid challenge ciphertext.

Similar to proof of theorem 4.1, there exists PPT algorithm B that solves the (Zq,n,ψα)-LWE problem
with ε ′ ≥ ε/4q2l in about the time = t1 +O(ε−2ln(ε−1)λ ln(λ−1)). Since no one can solve LWE hard
problem so our scheme is also semantically secure.

6 Conclusion

Both the schemes has been proved to be IND-CPA (semantically) secure on lattice based hard problem i.e
LWE. PPs in our schemes can be further improved by converting them to ideal lattices. It has been shown
in theorem that converting to adaptive-ID HIB-DRE from selective-ID HIB-DRE security degradation
is ql (exponential). The main open problem is to design adaptive-ID HIB-DRE secure scheme without
exponential degradation. In our IB-DRE scheme we have also presented that there exists a trade-off
between the reduction in the PP size and the increase in the time complexity (cost of computation) i.e.
value of q. It will be interesting to design IB-DRE scheme from latices with short (nearly orthogonal)
PP without an increase in the value of q (i.e., cost of computation).
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